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Welcome to Fethering! Carole has a bad hair day when a haircut leads to murder in this quirky, cozy, British village
mystery. The last thing Carole expects when she goes to Connie's Clip Joint for a trim is to find the body of Kyra,
Connie's assistant, in the back room. Kyra's boyfriend, Nathan, has vanished, but his family, an eccentric, controlling
bunch, don't seem overly concerned. Instead, they are bizarrely obsessed with a family board game which seems to
provide a host of clues as to Nathan's whereabouts. Carole and her neighbour Jude are determined to unravel the clues,
but can they discover the truth before either someone is falsely accused or the killer makes a second move? And how
many haircuts can a pair of middle-aged sleuths have before people start to become suspicious?
"Fragments of Two Centuries: Glimpses of Country Life when George III. was King" by Alfred Kingston. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to
be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
(Instrumental Solo). This huge collection offers instrumentalists the chance to play 101 classical themes, including: Ave
Maria * Bist du bei mir (You Are with Me) * Canon in D * Clair de Lune * Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy * 1812 Overture *
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik ("Serenade"), First Movement Excerpt * The Flight of the Bumble Bee * Funeral March of a
Marionette * Fur Elise * Gymnopedie No. 1 * Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring * Lullaby * Minuet in G * Ode to Joy * Piano
Sonata in C * Pie Jesu * Rondeau * Theme from Swan Lake * Wedding March * William Tell Overture * and many more.
(Vocal Collection). This series features 50 songs from dozens of shows, some that have never before appeared in any
vocal collections. This 3rd edition includes songs from A Gentleman's Guide to Love & Murder; Hairspray; Hamilton;
Kinky Boots; Moana; Natasha, Pierre & The Great Comet of 1812; Waitress: The Musical; Wicked; and many more.
This book is a collection of Devaki Jain’s writings and lectures related to the women’s movement in India and
interventions in policy and fact base drawn from that experience. A journey of over six decades, it presents important
interventions in the design of national and international development policy. Beginning with a fascinating account of
Jain’s own evolution into a feminist, each chapter starts with an introductory note locating it in her own professional
journey. The initial chapters of the book underline an important fact—better understood now but a radical intervention
when Jain wrote it—that women’s reasoning and the ideas that emerge from their lived experience need to be converted
into macro frameworks of development. The later chapters champion the role of local power, in economic planning led by
women, in healing inequalities. They also pose a feminist challenge to inherited knowledge usually created and argued
for by men. In her most recent work, Jain reiterates that poor women’s struggles, strategies and needs should inform
development strategy at the local level. At a global level, she talks of how women and their networks in the South are
offering ideas on rethinking development.
In a bravura feat of storytelling, Mark Haddon calls upon narratives ancient and modern to tell the story of Angelica, a
young woman trapped in an abusive relationship with her father. When a young man named Darius discovers their
secret, he is forced to escape on a boat bound for the Mediterranean. To his surprise he finds himself travelling
backwards over two thousand years to a world of pirates and shipwrecks, of plagues and miracles and angry gods.
Moving seamlessly between the past and the present, Haddon conjures the worlds of Angelica and her would-be savior
in thrilling fashion. As profound as it is entertaining, The Porpoise is a stirring and endlessly inventive novel from one of
our finest storytellers.
In an age when managers can no longer rely on formal power, persuading people is more important than ever.
Persuasion is a process of learning from colleagues and employees and negotiating shared solutions to solving problems
and achieving goals. In The Necessary Art of Persuasion, Jay Conger describes four essential components of persuasion
and explains how to master them, providing the information you need to fulfill your managerial mandate: getting work
done through others.
Jellicle Cats come one and all. Jellicles come to the Jellicle Ball. Join the Jellicle Cats under the Jellicle Moon in the forth picturebook pairing from Arthur Robins and T. S. Eliot's Old Possum's cats, as they dance the night away. To sit alongside other classics
such as The Gruffalo, The Tiger Who Came to Tea, and Spot.
October 21, 1982. Three singers stand on the steps of the High Court with large cheques and broken dreams. The women are
Annie (Annabel Leventon, the book's author), GB (Gaye Brown), and Di-Di (Diane Langton). Their dream was of a British threewoman rock band, unique and different from anything that had gone before. They called themselves Rock Bottom. They were
raunchy, rude and hilarious - the contemporary media described them as 'a cross between the female Rolling Stones and the
female Marx Brothers' - and they nearly made it. Until Thames Television stole everything and made a major award-winning series
called Rock Follies, about them, based on them, but without them. It made stars of the three lookalikes playing them. And they lost
everything. A common enough tale of showbiz betrayal. Except that they fought back. At the offset of the Court trial, the Head of
Drama at Thames TV sarcastically quipped, 'three little actresses against the might of EMI?' Forget it, the three ladies were told.
Move on. They didn't. They took the case to the High Court and won. Breach of Confidence is now on the Statute Books and it has
become one of the defining cases in Intellectual Property. The Real Rock Follies is a real-life story of youthful trust betrayed,
dreams of stardom dashed and cruel lessons learnt. The three girls, then in their late twenties, learned too late that in the harsh
showbiz world you can hardly trust anyone, not even your friends. However, despite everything, they got the last laugh. Their
promising career couldn't be returned to them but they enjoyed the huge satisfaction (both emotional and financial) that the ruling
confirmed that the creative concept behind Rock Follies was fully theirs.
When Andy Grant’s eyes blinked open from a 10-day coma in February 2009 he was alone in a hospital bed in Birmingham. He
had a broken sternum, a broken leg, a broken elbow and shrapnel lodged in both forearms. He had a severed femoral artery,
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nerve damage to his hands and feet as well as deep gaping wounds in both of his cheeks. He had been blown up during a routine
foot patrol in Afghanistan. Within days of coming to his senses, a doctor told Andy that because of the blast he would no longer be
able to have children. You’ll Never Walk is his story. The tale of a Scouser who had to cope with losing his mum at the tender age
of 12. The story of how a dream career in the Royal Marines descended into nightmare at the hands of the Taliban. The
painstaking account of how he grew back six centimetres of shattered bone in his leg and learned to walk again.However, Andy
wanted to run and push himself to the very edge of his limits and so he made a colossal decision. Against doctor’s advice and
pleas from his father, he chose to have his leg amputated. The operation was a success, although there was a minor twist. Where
once Andy’s treasured Liverpool FC tattoo had carried the message ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’, surgery to create a stump
removed a key word from the slogan. The scars of his amputation had been decorated with an ominous new motto, which read
‘You’ll Never Walk...’ Andy would walk again – he would do much more than that. Armed with a running blade he learned to run
and play football, scaled mountains in South America and Italy and claimed two gold medals at Prince Harry’s Invictus Games.
Through public speaking he brought hope to people right across the country. In 2016, he set his sights on a 10k below-the-kneeamputee world-record and completed the run in an unprecedented 37 minutes 17 seconds. And, most preciously of all, after every
obstacle placed in his path, Andy became a father to a little girl.
SONGS INCLUDE: The A Team (Ed Sheeran); Chasing Pavements (Adele), Counting Stars (OneRepublic); Creep (Radiohead);
Get Lucky (Daft Punk); Happy (Pharrell Williams); Ho Hey (The Lumineers); How Long Will I Love You (Ellie Goulding); Jolene
(Dolly Parton); Pompeii (Bastille); Royals (Lorde); Scarborough Fair (Traditional); Smile (Lily Allen); Sugar Man (Rodriguez); Video
Games (Lana Del Rey); Viva La Vida (Coldplay); Wake Me Up (Avicii). Plus 84 more.
When a young Englishwoman named Jennifer Morton leaves London to visit relatives on their sheep ranch in the Australian
outback, she falls in love both with the gloriously beautiful country and with Carl, a Czech refugee who was a doctor in his own
land and now works as a lumberjack. They are brought together through dramatic encounters and strange twists of fate, but their
relationship hangs in the balance when Jennifer is called back to England.
Beethoven scholar and classical radio host John Suchet has had a lifelong, ardent interest in the man and his music. Here, in his
first full-length biography, Suchet illuminates the composer’s difficult childhood, his struggle to maintain friendships and romances,
his ungovernable temper, his obsessive efforts to control his nephew’s life, and the excruciating decline of his hearing. This
absorbing narrative provides a comprehensive account of a momentous life, as it takes the reader on a journey from the
composer’s birth in Bonn to his death in Vienna. Chronicling the landmark events in Beethoven's career—from his competitive
encounters with Mozart to the circumstances surrounding the creation of the well-known Für Elise and Moonlight Sonata—this book
enhances understanding of the composer's character, inspiring a deeper appreciation for his work. Beethoven scholarship is
constantly evolving, and Suchet draws on the latest research, using rare source material (some of which has never before been
published in English) to paint a complete and vivid portrait of the legendary prodigy.
A classic anthology of American poetry, from the colonial beginnings in the seventeenth century right through to the twentieth
century. From Anne Bradstreet to Ralph Waldo Emerson, from William Carlos Williams to Walt Whitman, from Emily Dickenson to
Ai, this collection ranges widely across the American poetic spectrum.
A novel with a strong female lead character who’s flawed but who readers will take to their hearts. A story about grief, family conflicts and
first love, with a dramatic background of sport and the Olympics. What do you do when your amazing, beautiful, beloved sister dies? Hide in
your room for two years. Sleep with a very, very wrong man. Leave home and start a new life, lying to everyone you meet including your kind
employer, your curious friends and the man you love? Pip Mitchell’s an expert at making seriously bad decisions. But when her past, present
and future collide at the Sydney Olympic Games, she’s going to have to decide whose side she’s on – or she’ll lose everyone she loves. No
Number Nine is a coming-of-age story about an 18-year-old girl who has put her life on hold for two years after the death of her sister. Pip
leaves her home in England and tries to move forward with her life, taking a job in Germany as an au pair to the von Feldsteins, a family
which is full of surprises - and not good ones. Set in Munich, the story follows Pip for a year as she crashes from one embarrassing, awkward
mistake to the next. Finally, as she starts to emerge from her fog of grief, she travels with the von Feldsteins to Sydney where, amid the
drama of the 2000 Olympic Games, everything that can go wrong, does go wrong. Can Pip protect herself and the people she loves? Does
she have the courage to tell the truth, even if it destroys her?
(Ukulele). Over 400 songs packed into one convenient songbook that lets you play all the songs you've ever wanted to, including: All Shook
Up * Blowin' in the Wind * California Dreamin' * Don't Worry, Be Happy * Edelweiss * Free Fallin' * Georgia on My Mind * Hallelujah * Hey,
Soul Sister * Hotel California * Imagine * Jambalaya * Kokomo * Lean on Me * Margaritaville * Over the Rainbow * Proud Mary * Que Sera,
Sera * Rolling in the Deep * Singin' in the Rain * Stand by Me * Tears in Heaven * Ukulele Lady * Viva La Vida * What a Wonderful World *
Your Cheatin' Heart * Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah * and hundreds more! Includes chord grids for soprano, concert and tenor ukuleles.
The north-eastern frontier of the Roman Empire - one of the great gaps in modern knowledge of the ancient world - has long eluded research.
It has defied systematic exploration and been insulated against all but passing survey by wars, instability, political sensitivities, language, and
the region's wild, remote mountains, mostly accessible only on horseback or on foot. Its path lay across eastern Turkey, following the
Euphrates valley northwards from Syria, through gorges and across great ranges, and passing over the Pontic Alps to reach the further
shores of the Black Sea. Vespasian established Rome's frontier against Armenia half a century before Hadrian's Wall. Five times as long, and
climbing seven times as high, it was garrisoned ultimately by four legions and a large auxiliary army, stationed in intermediate forts linked by
military roads. The two volumes of East of Asia Minor: Rome's Hidden Frontier - based on research, field work conducted largely on foot, and
new discoveries - document the topography, monuments, inscriptions, and sighted coins of the frontier, looking in detail at strategic roads,
bridges, forts, watch and signalling systems, and navigation of the Euphrates itself. Study of the terrain provides a foundation for interpreting
the literary and epigraphic evidence for the frontier and its garrisons. Military activity, which extended to the Caucasus and the Caspian, is
placed in the context of climate, geography, and inter-regional trade routes. 28 colour maps and over 350 photographs, plans, and travellers'
sketches not only document the history of eastern Turkey as a frontier region of the Roman empire, but also reveal an ancient way of life, still
preserved during the 1960s and 1970s, but now almost obliterated by the developments of the modern world.
Charles Paris is appearing in a provincial production of 'Macbeth'. However, it's not long before he finds himself in the familiar role of private
eye - when death strikes.
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Songbook). 100 beautiful ballads, including: All the Things You Are * Bridge over Troubled Water * Can't Help Falling in
Love * Hallelujah * I Only Have Eyes for You * I'll Know * If * Just the Way You Are * Laura * Michelle * My Heart Will Go on (Love Theme
from 'Titanic') * Night and Day * Over the Rainbow * She's Always a Woman * Summertime * Three Times a Lady * Time in a Bottle *
Unchained Melody * Walking in Memphis * Your Song * and more.
Georgie was just a typical teenager when it happened; she was studying hard for a place at her dream university and having fun with her
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friends on weekends. She always knew what was coming next. She had her entire life planned, until one night and one event turned her
whole world upside down. In an instant, everything had changed, and it was never to be the same again. ""Freaks Like Me"" is a touching
memoir about invisible illness, mental health and the prejudice that sadly comes alongside it. It's the true story of how one girl and her loved
ones finally learnt to accept the hand they had been dealt...
It is winter. Seven university friends reunite in a country hotel in Scotland. Over dinners, drinks and walks, they face their dilemmas, their
emotions and the stories they hadn’t told themselves over the years.
CAMRA's Good Beer Guide is fully revised and updated each year and features pubs across the United Kingdom that serve the best real ale.
Now in its 46th edition, the guide is completely independent, with listings based entirely on evaluation and nomination by CAMRA members.
The unique Breweries section contains a full listing of Britain's breweries - from national to micro - with information about their core beers.
(Instrumental Solo). Instrumentalists will love this collection of Broadway classics, including: Any Dream Will Do * Cabaret * Defying Gravity *
Do You Hear the People Sing? * Edelweiss * Getting to Know You * Guys and Dolls * Hello, Dolly! * I Dreamed a Dream * If I Were a Bell *
Luck Be a Lady * Mame * The Music of the Night * Ol' Man River * People Will Say We're in Love * Seasons of Love * Send in the Clowns *
The Surrey with the Fringe on Top * Think of Me * Tomorrow * What I Did for Love * You'll Never Walk Alone * and many more.
A guide to experimental education, originally published in 1960 and expanded for the 1990s, features a discussion of how American
education lags behind the rest of the world and what people can do to change that.
Paris, today: The Museum of Broken Promises is a place of hope and loss. Every object in the museum has been donated - a cake tin, a
wedding veil, a baby's shoe. And each represents a moment of grief or terrible betrayal. Laure, the owner and curator, has also hidden
artefacts from her own painful youth amongst the objects on display. 1985: Recovering from the sudden death of her father, Laure flees to
Prague. But she cannot begin to comprehend the dark political currents in this communist city - until she meets a young dissident musician.
Her love for him, however, will have terrible and unforeseen consequences. It is only years later, having created the museum, that Laure can
finally face up to her past and celebrate the passionate love which has directed her life.
Covers more than eighteen thousand recordings and more than 1,700 musicians from across the jazz spectrum and includes a history of the
different types of jazz, the evolution of jazz instruments, and essays on styles.
In the acclaimed historian’s debut novel, a lady-in-waiting in the court of King James is caught up in the Gunpowder Plot of 1605. England,
1603. Nursing Queen Elizabeth through her last days, court healer Frances Gorges dreams of her parents’ country estate, where she first
learned to use the medicinal secrets of flowers and herbs. Frances is happy to stay at home when King James of Scotland succeeds to the
throne of England. His court may be shockingly decadent, but his intolerant Puritanism sees witchcraft in many of the old customs—punishable
by death. When her ambitious uncle sends Frances back to the royal palace as a nanny to the princess, she is a ready target for the twisted
scheming of the Privy Seal, Lord Cecil. As a dark campaign to destroy both King and Parliament gains momentum, Frances is surrounded by
danger. She finding happiness only with the King’s precocious daughter, and with Tom Wintour, the one courtier she feels she can trust. But
even he has secrets to hide…
Take a trip down memory lane with the memoir from national TV treasure John Craven, as he recounts both the highs and lows of one of the
longest entertaining careers in history, and the people and animals that have helped to shape it. _______ 'A cracking read' Chris Evans,
Virgin Radio Breakfast Show _______ He began by reading the front page of the evening newspaper in the kitchen to his mother and aunt.
Since then he's spoken into microphones to the nation on the BBC almost every week for more than half a century and is one of the mostbeloved broadcasters of our time. Presenter of treasured programmes Newsround, Countryfile and Swap Shop, John brought us the
headlines and breaking news of our childhood and later helped us discover the magic and wonder of the British countryside. Now, in his first
ever autobiography, he recounts a life in news starting with the Grimthorpe Street Gazette, the handwritten newspaper he produced in his
early teens - just one copy at a time, so small beginnings. Later, broadcasting on television to millions of children, his casual style of newsreading even found his jumpers making news. He writes about his childhood, his career and the people, events - and animals - that have
shaped his life. This is John Craven. And this is the story behind the man so many of us grew up watching on our television screens. _______
'Magical memoirs. A BBC legend. A broadcasting icon. The best bits from cub reporter to Countryfile . . . his early career sounds like a riot'
Daily Mail

(Fretted). Jumpin' Jim's Ukulele Country is a collection of 36 classic country and western songs arranged for ukulele.
Includes hits made famous by artists such as Hank Williams, Patsy Cline, Johnny Cash, Elvis Presley, Willie Nelson,
Glen Campbell and Gene Autry. Songs include: Don't Fence Me In * On the Road Again * Ring of Fire * Stand by Your
Man * Bye Bye Love * Hey, Good Lookin' * Crazy * You're Cheatin' Heart * and 28 others. Also includes chord chart and
fun country photos and graphics.
Star of the West End's 'Rat Pack' and cabaret stalwart, Gary Williams, shares the secrets of his success in Cabaret
Secrets - a practical guide with everything you need to create your own show, travel the world and get paid to do what
you love. Written for singers who want to create their own cabaret show, or improve the one they already have, Cabaret
Secrets covers everything from finding a theme, scripting a show and running a rehearsal. There's lots of practical advice
on how to find an agent, promoting your show and ordering musical arrangements. Gary enlisted the help of cabaret
stars like Steve Ross, Barbara Dickson and Jeff Harnar who agreed to share their own secrets in the book. He spoke to
booking agents, cruise lines, West End musical directors, Hollywood makeup artistes, Broadway singers, lighting
designers, sound engineers and celebrity vocal coaches. The book's received high praise from industry insiders,
including cabaret doyen Michael Feinstein who said, "The wisdom and knowledge contained in Gary's book is so
valuable that I wish I'd had it when I was starting out as an entertainer! It's a marvellous achievement and could be your
secret weapon." Author, David Ackert, said the book is a "career GPS for cabaret performers," and Ruth Leons, Artistic
Director for London's Crazy Coqs described it as, "The best guide ever written for the aspiring cabaret singer. Gary
Williams' generous sharing of his own secrets provides so much valuable information that it deserves to be read by
anyone wanting a career in cabaret." Seven Ways Cabaret Secrets Will Benefit You: Amazing advice from the best in the
business. Learn from cabaret stars like Michael Feinstein, Steve Ross, Marta Sanders and Marlena Shaw. They spill the
beans on inside information like how they decide which songs to sing, how they script their shows and the lessons
they've learned. Practical advice you can use. Cabaret Secrets is packed with sensible, practical advice. You'll learn what
you need to know about writing a lighting cue sheet, making a PA specification and how to choose a recording studio.
There are even tips on what to pack for a cruise ship gig! Get the applause you deserve. Cabaret Secrets takes you
through every step of creating a show that people will want to see. Don't waste hours going around in circles. Just follow
this guide and learn everything you need to know. It's like your own cabaret toolbox. It's your direct line to the decision
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makers. It can almost impossible to get a booker for a major venue on the phone but Cabaret Secrets includes answers
from bookers to important questions like, "Exactly what does an artiste need to do to get work with you?," "How can I
make sure you'll watch my showreel," "What kind of acts are cruise lines lining up to book?" Make a special connection.
The key to cabaret is making a special personal connection with every member of your audience. Cabaret Secrets
explains how. Save years of effort. We never stop learning but there are shortcuts. There's days there are few no cabaret
schools and few places to go to for help. Don't learn from years of expensive mistakes. Cabaret Secrets gives you a fast
track to success. Save money. In Cabaret Secrets you're getting advice worth 1000s. That's a fact. These tips could help
you save 1000s on bad musical arrangements, 1000s on wasted publicity and 1000s recording CDs that sounded
terrible. It is truly amazing value for money."
Once in a relationship with Benjamin Britten, Lennox Berkeley surprised his friends when he married Freda Bernstein in
the winter of 1946. In 'Lennox and Freda', Tony Scotland paints a portrait of their unconventional marriage, as well as
remembering a way of life which is now long gone.
THE STORY: Murder is his business and generally speaking Edward Bare is a successful business man. Married first to
Monica, rich, doting and many years his senior, Edward waits amicably for her to die. It is not poor Monnie's fault that he
come
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